C H A P T E R T H R E E : A New Millennium

Birth of the bus

humid day—can test the patience of even the most devoted

In a nod to his fondness for The Muppet Movie, where

couple. Like any sensible husband, Mark reconsidered.

like-minded characters travel on a bus to bigger things,

The committee settled on a comfortable tour bus,

Mark decided on a bus tour, too. He first considered using a

wrapped “rock band” style with the BAYADA logo, a

school bus like the one Kermit drove. “Then Mark came up

cartoon image of Mark driving the bus, and a photo of

with what he thought was an even better idea,” reminisces

Nurse Lisa from the company’s iconic TV commercial on

Andrew Gentile, who was Mark’s tour apprentice at the

the back.

time and is now Home Health Operating Policy Director. “He

Sherri Pillet, a 35-year BAYADA veteran who is Division

wanted an old Volkswagen van. You know, peace, love, and

Director of the Employee Relations and was on the Bus

all that!”

Tour committee, explains: “We felt like if we wrapped the

The tour committee gently reminded Mark that Ann

79

RV, we’d be able to share that spirit everywhere we went.”

would often be traveling with him, and that she might

That’s exactly what happened. Mark and Ann, sometimes

notice the lack of modern-day comforts in an old VW

with Al or other guests, would ultimately visit 124 offices

van. Ann is a trouper, but driving without air-conditioning

in 15 states to help everyone “get on the bus” of The

through Florida or Arizona—or even Philadelphia on a

BAYADA Way.

L E F T: The bus traveled across the

country to 124 offices.
TO P: Ann and Mark preparing for a

symbolic dove release on one of their
stops along the tour.
A BOV E: A warm welcome in

Asheville, North Carolina.
Exuberant employees greeted
the tour at every stop.

